Abstract. An elementary theory of strict ∞-categories with application to concrete duality is given. New examples of first and second order concrete duality are presented.
This work is an analysis of the concept duality being used in modern mathematics. The main theorem 6.1.1 is a generalization for strict ∞-categories of Porst-Tholen criterion of existence of a concrete natural dual adjunction for usual 1-categories.
Why duality is effective
Duality is one of the fundamental recurring ideas in all of mathematics, and category theory provides the appropriate framework for defining and analyzing the idea that "opposite structures can reflect one another". Some of the most famous theorems in mathematics are duality theorems. We are thinking in particular of Pontryagin duality, Gelfand -Naimark duality and Stone duality.
The computational power of such dualities increases since one can choose that side which works in the simplest and most effective manner in a given situation. Most mathematicians, when they develop practical techniques, use some kind of duality (such as distributions in functional analysis or flows in differential topology) which simplifies the main ideas and formulations. It would probably not be a sufficient reason for using duality if everything was exactly mirrored. Some properties are not preserved under categorical equivalence. This gives rise to an additional dimension for those new constructions which are not reducible to either of the opposites. Notions such as schemes arise in this way. Historically, the abstract concept of duality was introduced much later than numerous (famous) concrete examples. A deep categorical analysis of first order duality was given in [P-Th] .
Not everything is preserved under duality. Bifurcation theory
As an example, this phenomenon is well-known in the qualitative theory of differential equations when small changes of parameter cause catastrophes in the solution space (under the general duality of differential equations to their solution spaces). This is the subject of bifurcation theory. The same phenomenon holds for algebraic equations and for any type of equations and their deformations in the previous sense. The reason of this phenomenon is that duality between 'big' categories of equations and their solution spaces is always 1-duality and 'never' 2-duality. The exact criterion for the order of dulity can be translated to a criterion for bifurcations.
Development of Modern Geometry
Duality plays a central role in the principal steps of the development of Modern Geometry. It is now a standard tool to talk about spaces which are unknown but which are well representable by their dual objects. All the development of modern algebraic geometry can be regarded as a sequence of extensions of algebraic duals, which can be seen from the following diagram:
Definition 0.4.1.
• For an ∞-category C, I ∈ Ob C, and a point x : I → X (formal) homotopy groups of X are defined as followsπ I n (X, x) := Aut(e n−1 x)/ ∼ (where e n−1 is n − 1 times application of the identity operation e).
• When functors Aut(e n−1 (−))/ ∼ are representable the representing objectsS n are called (formal) spheres (in this case we haveπ I n (X, x) := (Aut(e n−1 (x))/ ∼)
For ∞-Top when I = 1 there is a homomorphism of the usual homotopy groups into our formal ones π n (X, x) →π I n (X, x) (induced by the quotient map I n /(I n−1 × 0) ∪ (I n−1 × 1) ։ S n ). For a category ∞-TopMan b of topological manifolds with boundary and homotopies relative to the boundary, formal homotopy groups coincide with the usual onesπ I n = π n when I = 1. For ∞-Top * (pointed spaces and maps)π 1 n (X, x) = [1, X] are trivial for all n although [S n , X] gives the usual homotopy groups.
Both functors B and Ω preserve the homotopy type of 1. So,π 1 n (G) =π 1 n (BG). But these groups are trivial and they give no information (if we change 1 to a more complicated object I ∈ Ob Top then the information can be very nontrivial).
Proposition 0.4.2. If F : A → B is an ∞-equivalence between full topological subcategories of ∞-TopMan b such that 1 ∼ F (1) then F preserves the usual homotopy groups.
Concrete Duality
The underlying philosophy of our theory of concrete duality is that the world is nonlinear and opposites converge rather than diverge. The above factorization (lifting) of hom-functors is frequently initial. For first order categories it was proven by Porst and Tholen [P-Th] that initial means maximal and any other concrete duality factors through the initial (natural) one; for higher order categories, the analogous statement has not been proven yet. We hope that the structures introduced here will be useful in extending this result to the higher order case.
Proposition 0.5.1.
• Every (weak) duality (adjunction) A Point 2 of the above proposition is a generalization (for n-categories) of the Porst-Tholen theorem about concrete duality for first order categories.
The main and most interesting interplay for duality is between algebra and geometry. Certain complicated colimits in algebraic categories are often easily viewed via duality as geometric limits (e.g. the notion of tensor product of algebras is more understandable via the notion of product of manifolds).
Examples of well-known dualities are those between algebraic varieties and finitely-generated commutative algebras, between affine schemes and commutative rings (Grothendieck), compact abelian groups and abelian groups (Pontryagin), Boolean algebras and Boolean spaces (Stone), commutative C * -algebras and compact Hausdorff spaces (Gelfand-Naimark), and others.
In this paper several new examples of concrete duality are introduced. These include duality for differential equations (introducing anticommutative geometry of solution spaces), Vinogradov duality (formalizing the well-known duality between modules of linear differential operators and jet modules of sections), Gelfand-Naimark 2-duality (extending the usual one to homotopy classes of homotopies), Pontryagin-Lukacs duality (Lukacs' extension of Pontryagin duality to locally precompact abelian groups).
1. Categories, functors, natural transformations, modifications Definition 1.1.
• ∞-precategory is a (big) set L endowed with
L n , deg(e) = 1, de = 1, ce = 1 (4) partial binary operations • k , k = 1, 2, ..., of degree 0. f • k g is determined iff d k f = c k g such that each hom-set L(a, a
, inherits all properties (1)-(4).
• ∀ a, a ′ , a ′′ ∈ L m there are maps µ a,a ′ ,a ′′ : Remarks.
• Our definition of ∞-precategory coincides with what Penon calls a magma; essentially it is a reflexive globular set with all possible binary composites [Lei] . 
k (x, y), etc.) Also, the grading can be taken to range over Z under the assumption that
• Denote horizontal composites by * , and extend it over arrows of different degrees by the rule * :
(it means that there exists an f ∈ L 0 (a, b), g ∈ L 0 (b, a) and two infinite sequences of arrows of higher order, one in L(a, a) and the other in L(b, b); all this data we will call arrows representing the given equivalence).
∼ is reflexive and symmetric, but may be not transitive. 
Remarks.
• Transitivity in higher orders trivially holds for n-categories (starting from level n), taking ∼ as the identity. For proper ∞-categories it is better to make the assumption " ∼ is transitive in all orders" from the beginning.
• This lemma shows that although transitivity of ∼ is not automatic for ∞-precategories, it is indeed consistent with (weak) associativity, the unit law, and compatibility of ∼ with composites.
) (when they are defined), • horizontal composites preserve properties (1)-(2) and weakly preserve properties (3)-(4) of ∞-precategories in the following sense:
• The weak unit law holds:
• It is instructive to see what goes wrong if we attempt to consider a bicategory as an instance of this definition. One would think that we could obtain an example by defining ∼ on 1-cells as isomorphism of 1-cells and as equality for 2-cells. However, the problem lies in the horizontal composition of 2-cells which would be required to be strictly associative, whereas in general the horizontal composite of 2-cells is not.
• By lemma 1.1, for n-categories, the transitivity condition on ∼ follows from the others.
• Hom-sets in an ∞-category L are ∞-categories themselves, and horizontal composites * :
• Since strict functors preserve the equivalences ∼ for categories in which horizontal composites preserve identity and composites strictly, the compatibility condition on ∼ with composites holds automatically.
A category is called strict if the associativity and unit laws hold for elements (not just for ∼ -equivalence classes) and horizontal composites preserve identities and composites strictly. Note that ∼ still makes sense for strict categories.
when either side is defined).
• ∼ is preserved under
• A quasiinverse is determined up to ∼ , i.e. if a
• All n + 1 composites in End(e n a) := L 0 (e n a, e n a), n ≥ 0 coincide up to equivalence ∼ .
Proof.
•
Proposition 1.3. All arrows representing equivalence a ∼ b are equivalences.
′ is a function which strictly preserves the following properties (1)-(2) of precategories:
, F (ca) = cF (a) and weakly preserves the following properties (3)-(4):
Remark.
• We do not require the functor F to preserve equivalences ∼ because it is not automatic and can be too restrictive. However, the functors preserving ∼ are very important (e.g., see point 1.2).
• The inverse map F ′ for a bijective weak functor F is not a functor, in general. If F preserves ∼ then to say the inverse map F ′ is a (weak) functor is equivalent to saying F ′ preserves ∼. The inverse of a strict functor is always a strict functor.
is a strict isomorphism and inverse
Proof.
• Each arrow presenting a given equivalence x ∼ y is between a domain and a codomain which are constructed in a certain way only by composites and identity operations from arrows of smaller degree presenting the given equivalence and from elements x and y. A strict functor keeps the structure of the domains and codomains of arrows presenting the equivalence x ∼ y. So, the image of arrows presenting an equivalence x ∼ y will be a family of arrows presenting an equivalence F (x) ∼ F (y).
• For arrows of degree > 0 equivalences are preserved by assumption. Let a
Therefore, F (a)
• The inverse of a strict isomorphism is a strict isomorphism, i.e. preserves equivalences. So, F ′ is a functor which preserves equivalences in all hom-sets and, consequently, preserves all equivalences. Preservation of equivalences for F ′ is exactly reflection of equivalences for F .
• Functors preserving ∼ strictly preserve all composites
• Functors weakly preserving e 2 strictly preserve e, i.e.
Corollary. ∞-categories in the sense of definition 1.1.3 are almost strict, namely, with strict associativity, identity, and interchange laws.
Proof. Strict associativity and strict identity laws hold because, by the axioms, the functors 
) are quasiequal and, so, equal.
The first composite works when α
Lemma 1.5. In ∞-CAT there are two ways of taking horizontal composites (and they are equal):
Proof follows from the naturality square for α Categories, functors, natural transformations, modifications, etc. form the ∞-category ∞-CAT of ∞-categories.
Proof is similar to that for 2-CAT.
• Horizontal composites preserve grading (obvious).
• d, c, e are preserved for a similar reason, e.g., take d:
• The associativity law for vertical composites and the identity law hold essentially because of the componentwise definition of vertical composites. The associativity law for horizontal composites is due to the interchange law and lemma 1.5.
is not a category in general since ∼ is not compatible with e. However, if we take the quotient only on a fixed level n and make all higher arrows identities we get
(except for the last surjection if L is a weak ∞-(n + 1)-category and all (n + 1)-arrows are isomorphisms's).
1.a. Weak categories, functors, natural transformations, modifications.
As we saw above, using a weak language (substituting ∼ for =) does not give a weak category theory. The only advantage was that we could deal with ∼ instead of =, which is important for the classification problem (that still makes sense for strict ∞-categories). All known definitions of weak categories [C-L, Lei, Koc] are nonelementary (at least, they use functors, natural transformations, operads, monads just for the very definition). Probably, this is a fundamental feature of weak categories. To introduce them we also need the whole universe ∞-PreCat of ∞-precategories. • lax ∞-n-modifications, n ≥ 0, i.e. total maps α n : L → L ′ (with variable degree on different elements, but ≤ n + 1, more precisely, the induced map
) is an antimonotone map, decreasing by 1 at each step from n + 1 at deg(x) = 0 to 1 at deg(x) = n and remaining constant 1 after) being defined for a given sequence of two functors
. . .
Remarks.
• ∞-n-modifications look terrible but they are the weakest form of naturality (infinite sequences of naturality squares arising by considering naturality squares given by equations e 1 (x) ∼ e 2 (x) which express ∼-naturality in x. This leads to an infinite sequence of naturality squares). To deal with such entities a kind of operad is needed.
• To give an n-modification α n is the same as to give a map
, are all identities (of the required types) ∞-n-modifications are called strict. They are the usual modifications and composable as in definition 1.1.9 when the universe ∞-CAT is strict (in that case strict modifications are weak as well). In a weak universe ∞-CAT strict modifications need not to be weak (i.e. to be modifications at all).
• ∞-PreCAT is not an ∞-precategory itself because there are no identities and composites for weak n-modifications. The problem here with identities and composites is not clear, for example if they exist at all without making either naturality condition or ∞-categories stricter.
• In general, these two sides "categories and functors" and "n-modifications" form a strange pair. If we weaken one of these sides, the other one becomes stricter (under condition that ∞-CAT is a (let it be very weak) category). So, the following hypothesis holds:
There is no ∞-CAT with simultaneously weak categories, functors, and n-modification.
For example, if we want weak modifications and want them to be composable we need to introduce several axioms on categories, one of which is like ' ∀a,
But such axioms make very special categories.
From the other side, if we want categories to be weak we need to make stricter (maybe, strict) n-modifications in order that they would be composable. The problem is in existence of composites (and units) for weak n-modifications.
• Instead of lax n-modifications we could use modifications with α
In both cases in order to make horizontal composites (at least, F * α n := F • SET α n ) we need functors preserving composites (or composites and ∼), i.e. 'weak modifications' ⇒ 'strict functors'.
• If the above hypothesis was true it would be nice, e.g. a universe where ∞-Top lives would contain only strict n-modifications.
and codomain) and weakly preserve properties (3)-(4) of precategories
• We do not introduce a universe ∞-CAT with weak categories, functors and n-modifications because there are no (at least, obvious) units and composites for n-modifications (however, identity natural transformations exist if only the vertical composites of natural transformations
The problem is what are the weakest conditions on categories, functors and n-modifications in order that they form a category. Maybe there are several independent such conditions and, so, several categories ∞-CAT with weakest entities.
• To keep a usual form of (weak) associativity and (weak) unit we could introduce relations ∼ k for elements of images of two functors
. These relations are not reflexive, symmetric or transitive. Then we could write associativity and unit laws as 
Examples
1. 2-Top is a strict ∞-2-category with 2-cells, as homotopy classes of homotopies, and just identities in higher order ( ∼ on the level of objects means homotopy equivalence of spaces, on the level of 1-arrows homotopies of maps, and on the level ≥ 2 coincidence). 2-Cat is similar. 2. It is widely believed that ∞-Top is a (weak) ∞-category with homotopies between homotopies as higher order cells. It is hoped that this notion of (weak) ∞-category (as above) will be useful in clarifying this issue. Assuming this, we can give two further examples, as follows. 3. ∞-Diff is an ∞-category of differentiable manifolds in the same way as ∞-Top. 4. ∞-TopALg is an ∞-category of topological algebras in the same way as ∞-Top where each instance of homotopy is a homomorphism of topological algebras. 5. ∞-Compl is an ∞-category of (co)chain complexes with (algebraic) homotopies for homotopies as higher order cells (see [Lei] ).
For a 1-category
A equiv contains all equivariant maps f : X → Y with respect to a group homomorphism
The opposite category
The Yoneda embedding Y
where L is an ∞-category. 11. Set is simultaneously an object and a full subcategory of ∞-CAT.
. Such categories are most important for the classification problem (up to ∼). Sometimes, 'invariants' can be constructed only for L ∼ (see point 1.2.1). 13. Higher order concepts can simplify proof of first order facts. E.g., each strict 2-functor Φ : 2-CAT → 2-CAT, where 2-CAT is the usual strict category of categories, functors, and natural transformations, preserves adjunction indeed, triangle identities
. It gives short proofs of the following
results. a) Right adjoints preserve limits (left adjoints preserve colimits).
. Taking right adjoints of both sides completes the proof lim • F I ≃ F • lim (for colimits the same argument works
admits a sheafification (1-Cat is a category of small categories and functors between them).
Proof. 1-Cat-valued presheaf on C is the same as an internal category object in Set
There is an adjoint situation Sh(C)
in LEX, where LEX ֒→ 2-CAT is a 2-category of finitely complete categories, functors preserving finite limits, and (arbitrary) natural transformations. There is a 2-functor CAT(−) : LEX → 2-CAT assigning to each category in LEX the category of its internal category objects and to each functor and natural transformation the induced ones. Then ∃ an adjunction CAT(Sh(C))
which means that each 1-Cat-valued presheaf can be sheafified by the top curved arrow.
1.1. Fractal organization of the new universe.
Fractal Principle. Object A with properties {P i } I has fractal structure if there are subobjects {A j } J which relate to each other in a certain way (express it by additional property P ='to have |J| subobjects which relate in the certain way') and each A j inherits all properties {P i } I &P .
In spite of its complicated structure, each ∞-category and even ∞-CAT itself, has a regular structure which is repeated for certain arbitrary small pieces. Such pieces are, of course, the hom-sets L(a, b) which inherit all properties (1)- (4), associativity and identity laws, and each piece of which still has the same structure. In particular,
). An ∞-functor restricted to such a piece is again an ∞-functor. Moreover, each ∞-category can be regarded as a hom-set of a little bit bigger category if we formally attach two distinct elements α, β ∈ L −1 with their identities of higher order e n (α),
= β and composites with these identities of other elements hold strictly). Other natural pieces of L which inherit all properties and are ∞-categories are L ≥n , L ≥n (a, b) (elements of degree not lower than n).
Notes on Coherence Principle.
This principle is an axiom to deal with the equivalence relation ∼. It is not logically necessary for higher order category theory itself. There can be categories in which it does not hold.
Coherence Principle. For a given set of cells {a i } I and a given set of base equivalences {t j ({a i } I ) ∼ s j ({a i } I )} J for any two constructions F 1 ({a i } I ) and F 2 ({a i } I ) and any two derived equivalences ε Here constructions mean application of composites, functors, natural transformations,.. to {a i } I . Derived equivalences mean equivalences obtained from base ones by virtue of the categorical axioms.
(m, n)-invariants
Definition 2.1.
, if all arrows representing it (starting from order k + l + 1 and higher) are identities and for l > 0 there is at least one nonidentity arrow on level
, there exists an equivalence a ∼ k a ′ of degree k ≤ l and there exists at least one pair of equivalent objects from L of degree l.
and F maps every pair of equivalent objects of degree ≤ m to a pair of
≤ n, and boundary n is actually achieved on a pair of equivalent objects of L.
Remarks.
• (m, n)-invariants are important for the classification problem (up to ∼). If n < m an (m, n)-invariant decreases complexity of the equivalence relation, i.e. partially resolves it.
• There can be trivial invariants which do not distinguish anything and do not carry any information such as constant functors c :
2. Homology and cohomology functors H * , H * : ∞-Top → Ab (trivially extended over higher order cells) are (2, 1)-invariants.
4. Let X be a smooth manifold with Lie group action ρ :
Homotopy groups associated to ∞-categories.
Let L be an ∞-category in which * strictly preserves e and ∼ (i.e. * is a strict functor). Denote by eqL := {f ∈ L | ∃ g. edf ∼ g • 1 f, edg ∼ f • 1 g} the subset of equivalences of the ∞-category L. It may not be a category (because it is not closed under d, c, in general).
are (weak) homotopy groups of object a at point x with representing object I ∈ L 0 .
(the infinity category of topological manifolds with boundary as objects, and homotopies relative to the boundary as higher order cells), I = 1 thenπ
formal homotopy groups coincide with the usual ones).
• In the case when functorsπ , a], but these two definitions will not always be equivalent. The first one is more internal, and the only external parameter is I.
n (F a). So, for example, every ∞-equivalence between full subcategories of ∞-TopMan b , preserving the homotopy type of 1, will preserve the (usual) homotopy groups.
Remark. To be correctly defined, induced mapsπ I n (f ) for n > 1 need commutativity of * with e. The first two "groups"π I 0 (a, x),π I 1 (a, x) always make sense and depend functorially on objects.
Proposition 2.1.1 (homotopy invariance of homotopy groups). If
Proof is immediate.
Grp is trivially extendable starting from equivalences on level 2 (because of proposition 2.1.1).
Example (Fundamental Group)
Let 2-Top be the usual Top with homotopy classes of homotopies as 2-cells. Define the fundamental groupoid 2-functor as the representable Π(−) := Hom 2-Top (1, −) : 2-Top → 2-Cat :
Ob (Π(X)) are its points, Ar (Π(X)) are homotopy classes of paths
Proof follows from the naturality square
2.2. Duality and Invariant Theory.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let K be Set, Top or Diff + (spectra of smooth completion (see 2.3) of commutative algebras with Zariski topology), G a group. Then there exists a concrete natural
with k (R or C), its schizophrenic object, such that k ∈ Ob G-K has trivial action of G, and F • H : G-K → G-K is a functor "taking the quotient space generated by the equivalence relation x ∼ y iff x, y ∈ Closure(the same orbit)" (it is essentially the orbit space).
Definition 2.2.1.
• The adjoint object A X = HX for an object X in G-K is called the algebra of invariants.
n , the n-fold Cartesian product, A U(X) is the algebra of n point invariants.
}, the set of all n-jets of all maps from k to X at point 0 (with a certain manifold structure obtained from local trivializations), we get differential invariants.
• The functor U = Jet ∞ : Diff → Diff + does not fit into the above scheme, but everything is still correct if U : G-K → G-K 1 is an extension to G-K 1 , a category concretely adjoint to ComAlg.
• G can be, of course, Aut(X).
According to Klein's Erlangen Program, every group acting on a space determines a geometry and, conversely, every geometry hides a group of transformations. Properties of geometric objects which are invariant under all transformations are called geometric (or invariant or absolute) for the given G-space and a class of geometric objects.
The equivalence problem [Car1, Car2, Vas, Olv, Gar] consists of a G-space X and two "geometric objects" S 1 , S 2 of the same type on the space X. It is required to determine if these two objects can be mapped to one another by an element of G. An approach is to find a (complete) system of invariants of each object.
Classification of covariant geometric objects.
By covariant geometric objects we mean objects like submanifolds, foliations or systems of differential equations, i.e., objects which behave contravariantly (!) from the categorical viewpoint and which can be described by a differential ideal I (dI ⊂ I) in Λ(X), the exterior differential algebra of X.
Proposition 2.2.1.1. Let G be a Lie-like group (i.e., there exists an algebra of invariant forms on G) Car1, Car2] . Then any G-equivariant map σ : G → X (G is given with left shift action and X is a left G-space) produces a system of invariants of the differential ideal I ⊂ Λ(X) (with generators of degree 0 and 1) in the following way: 
• Take the expansion of differentials df 
Its elements are relative invariants of the differential ideal I ⊂ Λ(X).
• Take the algebra A J ⊂ C ∞ (O), generated by J, and take its smooth completion A J (see Proof follows from the diagrams
Remark. G-Diff (G, X) is in 1-1-correspondence with all sections of the orbit space X G . So, if X is homogeneous then it is exactly the set of all points of X and σ :
− → X is a G-equivariant map corresponding to the point x 0 ∈ X, where ρ is the given G-action on X.
The following result can be found in [Lap] . Although not well-known, it is a fundamental classification of analytic geometric objects.
Proposition 2.2.1.2 (Exterior differential algebra associated to a group of analytic automorphisms). Let X be an analytic n-dimensional manifold, An(X), its group of automorphisms,
, X is analytic, Jacobian(f ) = 0}, the ∞-frame bundle over X (with a usual topology and manifold structure). Then there is an exterior differential k-algebra Λ inv (H ∞ (X)) of invariant forms on H ∞ (X) freely generated by elements of degree 1 obtained by the following process: , n ≥ 1, are free generators of the exterior differential algebra of the differential group acting simply transitively on each fiber of H ∞ (X).
Classification of smooth embeddings into a Lie group.
This is often the last step of smooth classification of geometric objects [Car2, Fin, Kob] . The process of finding differential invariants is similar to that in Proposition 2.2.1.1. The following is essentially in [Vas0, Vas, Lap] . Proposition 2.2.2.1. For a smooth embedding f : X → G of a smooth manifold X into a Lie group G, a complete system of differential invariants of f can be obtained in the following way:
is locally free, so, has as its basis ω i inv , i = 1, . . . , n, n = dim(X), near each point.
• Coefficients of linear combinations ω
• Coefficients of differentials of invariants of first order da • . . . Coefficients of differentials of invariants of (k − 1) order da
Such calculated invariants characterize an orbit
G · f uniquely up to "changing the parameter space" X ∼ − → X ′ .
Tangent functor for smooth algebras.
This is an example of the dual construction for the main functor of Differential Geometry (which suggests how it can be extended over spectra of commutative algebras).
Let T : Diff → Diff be the tangent functor on the category of real ∞-smooth manifolds. In local coordinates it is of the form
Diff ֒→ R-Alg op is a subcategory of the opposite of the category of real commutative algebras. Working in Diff , it is hard (if possible at all) to give a coordinate-free characterization of T . The question is how to characterize the image in R-Alg?
Spec R (A) = R-Alg(A, R) has the initial topology with respect to all functions ρ(a), a ∈ A, ρ(a)(f ) := ev(f, a) := |f |(a). • A is called smooth if ∀a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ∈ A and ∀f :
Denote by R-Sm-Alg ֒→ R-Alg full subcategory of smooth algebras.
Lemma 2.3.1. R-Sm-Alg ֒→ R-Alg is a reflective subcategory, i.e. the inclusion has a left adjoint Sm : R-Alg → R-Sm-Alg, smooth completion of R-algebras.
Proof. Just take for each R-algebra A R-algebra Sm(A) of all terms {f (a 1 , ..., a n ) | f : R n → R, a 1 , ..., a n ∈ A} (all smooth operations are admitted). Each morphism f from an R-algebra A to a smooth algebra B is uniquely extendable tof : Sm(A) → B.
Let Sym-Alg be the category of symmetric partial differential algebras. Ob (Sym-Alg) are graded commutative algebras over commutative R-algebras with a differential d : A 0 → A 1 of degree 1 determined only on elements of degree 0 (d is R-linear and satisfies the Leibniz rule). Ar (Sym-Alg) are graded degree 0 algebra homomorphisms which respect d.
Lemma 2.3.2. There is an adjunction R-Alg
where: p 0 is the projection onto the 0-component
Sym is the functor forming the graded symmetric algebra over the module of differentials of the given algebra
(smooth completion does not change spectrum).
Proof. ∀α : A → R ∃! an extensionα : Sm(A) → R : f (a 1 , . . . , a n ) → f (α(a 1 ), . . . , α(a n )). And conversely, each suchα is restricted uniquely to α. Initial topology on R-Alg((Sm)(A), R) does not change because new functions are functionally (continuously) dependent on old ones.
Remark. With the Zariski topology on spectra, the smooth completion yields the same set with a weaker topology. For C ∞ (X), X ∈ Ob Diff the Zariski and initial topologies coincide. • To the canonical projection
there corresponds a canonical embedding
• This is immediate.
Remark. It is reasonable to define T on R-Alg as T := U • Sym and transfer it to spectra via duality R-Alg
3. Representable ∞-functors
Unlike first order equivalence, there is no simple criterion of higher order equivalence.
is an equivalence then F is (weakly) faithful, full and surjective on objects.
Proof. "⇒" Regard the diagram (where G is a quasiinverse of F )
• n+1 e n ρ a ∼ g n , i.e., F is faithful (G is faithful by symmetry).
is full (G is full by symmetry).
F and G are obviously surjective on objects.
Remark. The inverse direction "⇐" for the above proposition works only partially. Namely,
) is natural in b for only first order arrows ρ b , θ b presenting ∼ . So, F should be somehow 'naturally surjective on objects' which does not make sense yet when the functor G is not defined.
′ ) and the inverse map is a functor,
Proposition 3.2. The notions of (functor) isomorphism and quasiisomorphism coincide.
Denote (quasi)isomorphism (equivalence) relation by ≃ .
Examples (isomorphic ∞-categories)
, where * means a horizontal composite. F is a functor. Its inverse is G :
[In other words, α n ≈ k β n if all their components of components on depth k are equivalent, i.e. α n ≈ 0 β n if they are equivalent α n ∼ β n ; α n ≈ 1 β n if their components are equivalent
proper n-modifications (living in ∞-CAT) for them only ≈ 0 and ≈ 1 make sense.
Lemma 3.1.
• ≈ k is an equivalence relation.
categories (not necessarily proper, i.e. living in ∞-CAT)
for which given equivalence relations make sense for all elements, and F :
g. ∞-CAT, but we need to formulate it for a bigger universe containing ∞-CAT]
Proof. The first two statements are obvious. The third one follows from the fact x ∼ y ⇒ dx = dy, cx = cy and that d, c are taken componentwise. The fourth statement follows by the same argument as in the proof of proposition 1.3.2. The last statement holds because, again, all operations in ∞-CAT(L, L ′ ) are taken componentwise.
Remark. For the proof of the Yoneda lemma, a double evaluation functor is needed. For two functors F, G : L → ∞-CAT take the restriction of the evaluation functor ev a on the homset between F and G, i.e. ev a F,
, where ∞-CAT is a bigger (and weaker) universe containing ∞-CAT as an object. Now, take a second evaluation functor ev x : ∞-CAT (F (a), G(a) 
It is a strict functor.
∞-CAT-valued functors, natural transformations and modifications live now in a bigger universe ∞-CAT, and we do not yet have for them appropriate definitions. Definition 3.5. ∞-CAT-valued functors, natural transformations and modifications are introduced in a similar way as the usual ones by changing all occurrences of ∼ with (one degree weaker relation) ≈ 1 , i.e.
• a map F : L → ∞-CAT of degree 0 is a functor if F strictly preserves d and c, F dx = dF x, F cx = cF x, and weakly up to ≈ 1 preserves e and composites, F ex
) (components of values of functors are equivalent).
Proof : follows from the naturality square 
Corollary 2 (criterion of representability).
• weakly representable (with representing object a ∈ L 0 ) iff there exists an object Proof. Strict functoriality of the correspondence τ n → τ n a (ea) is straightforward (because it is a double evaluation functor). The map β n → F (−)(β n ) is quasiinverse to the first map (with respect to ≈ 2 and = equivalence relations in ∞-CAT(L(−, a), F ) and F (a) respectively), and it strictly preserves d and c. So, these both maps are strict isomorphisms.
Naturality is given by
where
Remark. The Yoneda lemma for ∞-categories is similar to the one for first order categories with the difference that elements β n ∈ (F (a)) n of degree n now determine higher degree arrows (n-modifications) β n : L(−, a) → F in a ∞-CAT-valued presheaf category.
Proposition 3.4 (Yoneda embedding). There is a Yoneda embedding
Y : L → ∞-CAT L op : α → L(−, α), α ∈ L,
which is an extension of the isomorphisms from the Yoneda lemma determined on hom-sets
The Yoneda embedding preserves and reflects equivalences ∼ .
Proof. By the Yoneda isomorphism for
, α ∈ L, locally coincides with isomorphisms from the Yoneda lemma. By lemma 1.1.3 this functor preserves and reflects equivalences ∼ .
Remark. Under the assumption that the category ∞-CAT of weak categories, functors and n-modifications exists, all the above reasons remain essentially the same, i.e. the Yoneda lemma and embedding seem to hold in a weak situation.
(Co)limits
Definition 4.1. An ∞-graph is a graded set G = n≥0 G n with two unary operations d, c : 
Denote {e}α := {α, eα, e 2 α, ..., e n α, ...}, α ∈ L.
Remark. The conditions on equivalence ν in the above definition can be strengthened. If it is a (natural) isomorphism then (co)limits are called strict and as a rule they are different from weak ones [Bor1] .
Proposition 4.2. For strict (co)limits the following is true
• L ∆ ⊤ G G Dgrm G,L colim ⊤ lim } }
• Strict right adjoints preserve limits (strict left adjoints preserve colimits).
• It is immediate from definition 4.3 and proposition 5.1.
• The argument is the same as for first order categories (see example 13, point 1.a) [the essential thing is that a strict adjunction is determined by (triangle) identities which are preserved under ∞-functors].
Examples
1. (strict binary products in 2-Top and 2-CAT) They coincide with '1-dimensional' products.
The mediating 2-cell arrow is given componentwise
<f,g> 3. (strict and weak pullbacks in 2-CAT) [Bor1] Let P be a "2-dimensional" graph 1
x − → 0 y ← − 2 with trivial 2-cells, F : P → 2-CAT be a 2-functor. Then its limit is a pullback diagram in 2-CAT
. When the limit is taken strictly F (1) × F (0) F (2) coincides with the "1-dimensional" pullback, i.e. F (1) × F (0) F (2) ֒→ F (1) × F (2) is a subcategory consisting of objects (A, B) , A ∈ Ob F (1), B ∈ Ob F (2), F (x)(A) = F (y)(B) and arrows (f, g), f ∈ Ar F (1), g ∈ Ar F (2), F (x)(f ) = F (y)(g). When the limit is taken weakly
. Projections p 1 , p 2 , p 3 are obvious. The pullback square commutes up to isomorphisms f :
Proposition 5.1. The following are equivalent
• 1. =⇒ 2., 3. is immediate • 2. =⇒ 1. From the criterion of strict representability (see point 1.3) it follows that ∀ b ∈ L ′ 0 there exists a "universal element" (β
, where * is the horizontal composite, since e n β 0
• 3. =⇒ 1. is similar to 2. =⇒ 1.
Remark. The analogous statement for a weak ∞-adjunction is not true. In the above proof "universal elements" were used in an essential way.
′ is a parameter) form a natural transformation ε : F G → 1 L ′ which is called the counit of the adjunction, • Universal elements η a : a → G(F (a)) representing functors L(a, G(−)) (a ∈ Ob L is a parameter) form a natural transformation η : 1 L → GF which is called the unit of the adjunction.
Remark. For a weak ∞-adjunction no useful unit and counit exist.
Proposition 5.2. • For both weak and strict adjunctions: the composition of left adjoints is a left adjoint (the composition of right adjoints is a right adjoint). • For a weak (strict) adjunction, a right or left adjoint is determined uniquely up to equivalence ∼ (up to isomorphism ≃).
Proof. 
Proof. For a strict adjunction, the same proof as for first order categories works.
• Universal elements η a , ε b for functors L(a, G(−)), L ′ (F (−), b) mean that they are images of
They are functors
and inverses to each other:
Naturality (e.g., of ϕ a,b ) follows from the square
, where n = 0 or m = 0 .
Examples of higher order adjunctions
Every usual 1-adjunction
3. Quillen theorem [Mac] . Let ∆ be a category of finite linearly ordered sets, Set (1) , Ho(Set
9 9 y y y y y y y y y y y y y
So, the top adjunction is actually a 2-adjunction (or ∞-2-adjunction).
All the above adjunctions are strict.
Concrete duality for ∞-categories
Duality preserves all categorical properties. It is significant that concrete duality for ∞-categories behaves the same as for 1-categories.
Representing objectsÃ ∈ L 0 ,B ∈ L ′ 0 are called dualizing or schizophrenic objects for the given concrete duality[P-Th].
[for a concrete dual adjunction the definition is similar] (Ã,B) , whereÃ := F (B 0 ),B := G(A 0 ), i.e.
where B ֒→ ∞-CAT is a subcategory). Then this adjunction is concrete over B with dualizing object
• U (Ã) ∼ V (B)
• Concrete duality as above should be called weak. Strict variants of definition 6.1 and proposition 6.1 also exist (by changing ∼ to isomorphism ≃ and weak dual adjunction to the strict one).
• (Weak or strict) concrete duality (dual adjunction) is given essentially by hom-functors which admit lifting along forgetful functors (to obtain proper values). Representing objects of these functors have equivalent (or isomorphic) underlying objects.
• For the usual 1-dimensional categories B = Set ֒→ ∞-CAT (∞-1-subcategory). For dimension n, as a rule, B = n-Cat ֒→ ∞-CAT (∞-n-subcategory of small (n − 1)-categories).
6.1. Natural and non natural duality.
Definition 6.1.1.
• For hom-set L(A,Ã) and element (x :
Similarly, the evaluation (n − 1)-modification ev A,x n , n = 1, 2, . .
• For a forgetful functor V :
• Hof, P-Th] , and otherwise, nonnatural.
B) need not (which happens only if lifting of the assignments
A → L(A,Ã), B → L ′ (B,
B) can be extended functorially over all cells).
We introduce the following concept. The initial lifting condition for the evaluation cones
consists of the following requirements:
In the following proof, we denote lifted evaluation maps by ev A,x (or something similar) and underlying evaluation maps in B by |ev A,x |.
with (Ã,B) its schizophrenic object.
Proof.
Why do they give an adjunction?
• (unit and counit) 1-arrow (unit) η B : B → GF B is given by |η B | =:
It is sufficient to prove them for underlying maps. Since forgetful functors are faithful this follows.
The second triangle identity holds similarly.
• (naturality of η B , ε A ) Again, it is sufficient to prove naturality for underlying maps
Take underlying maps:
(the types of the above arrows are F f :
Therefore, η B is natural. Similarly, ε A is natural.
• (isomorphisms-functors L(A, F B)
are obviously functors. So, they are isomorphisms.
Therefore, L and L ′ are concretely dually adjoint. This correspondence is natural (by condition) and strict (θ A,B and θ * A,B are isomorphisms).
Corollary. Concrete natural duality is a strict adjunction.
Well-known dualities [P-Th, Bel, A-H-S]
All dualities below are of first order, natural [P-Th] , and obtained by restriction of appropriate dual adjunctions.
1. Vec k is dually equivalent to itself Vec op k 
Vinogradov duality
Let K be a commutative ring, A a commutative algebra over K, A-Mod ֒→ K-Mod be the categories of modules over A and K respectively. Lemma 7.1.
• Proposition 7.1.
+ is an (enriched) left adjoint with counit ev : Diff
∀s ∈ N introduce two full subcategories of A-Mod:
s , consisting of all A-modules of type Jet s (P ), P ∈ Ob (A-Mod).
Proposition 7.3 (Vinogradov Duality). For a commutative algebra A there is a concrete natural dual adjunction
• The above duality theorem is not stated explicitly in [V-K-L] but the result is implicitly there.
• The above proposition states a formal analogue of duality between differential operators and jets over a fixed manifold X. Geometric modules of sections of vector bundles over X correspond to modules P over C ∞ (X) with the property x∈X µ x P = 0, where µ x is a maximal ideal at point x ∈ X. Functors Diff s (−, A) and Jet s (−) preserve the module property to be
• This duality is an alternative (algebraic) way to introduce jet-bundles in Geometry (instead of the classical approach due to Grothendieck and Ehresmann as equivalence classes of maps which tangent of order s at a point). When A = C ∞ (X) and P is a geometric module realizable as a vector bundle V (P ) over X, then Jet s (P ) is realizable as Jet s (V (P )) over X in the classical sense Vin1, Vin2] .
Duality for differential equations
Proposition 8.1. Let UAlg be a category of universal algebras with a representable forgetful functor. Then every topological algebra A is a schizophrenic object (see [P-Th]) , and so yields a natural dual adjunction between UAlg and Top.
Proof.
• The initial topology on UAlg(B,A) gives the initial lifting with respect to evaluation maps ev B, b : UAlg(B, A) → |A|, b ∈ |B|.
• The algebra of continuous functions Top(X, A) is initial with respect to the evaluation maps ev X, x : Top(X, A) → |A|, x ∈ |X| (which are obviously homomorphisms) since operations in Top(X, A) are pointwise and each arrow f ∈ Top(X, A) is completely determined by all its
.., gb n , where ω n is an n-ary operation. The first equality holds because ev X, x • g is a homomorphism, the second equality because ev X, x is a homomorphism), then g is a homomorphism since two maps whose values coincide at each point coincide themselves.
Corollary. Take UAlg= k-Λ-Alg, the category of exterior differential algebras over a field k (R or C). These are thought of as presenting "generalized differential equations". Take Remark. If we regard the category k-Λ-Alg whose forgetful functor is representable, we will get a lot of extra "points" which do not have geometric sense. Only graded maps of degree 0 to A have geometric sense (they present integral manifolds of dimension not bigger than n). In this case, the representation of exterior differential algebras, when it exists, will not be via their solution spaces but via much bigger spaces. If we restrict k-Λ-Alg to only graded morphisms of degree 0 then the forgetful functor is not representable. But the notion of "schizophrenic object" still makes sense and the theorem for natural dual adjunction [P-Th] still holds. So, there is a representation of exterior differential algebras via their usual solution spaces.
We denote concrete subcategories of Top dual to categories k-Alg (algebras over k) and k-Λ-Alg (exterior differential algebras over k with graded degree 0 morphisms) by alg-Sol and diff-Sol respectively, i.e., k-Alg
In particular, alg-Sol contains all algebraic and all smooth k-manifolds (k = R or C), diff-Sol contains all spaces of the form alg-Sol(k n , X) (with representing object A = Λ(C ∞ (k n ))).
Lemma 8.1 (rough structure of diff-Sol).
• Ob (diff-Sol) are pairs (X,
• Ar (diff-Sol) are pairs (f,
Proposition 8.2. There are the following adjunctions
l l where Λ k is the free exterior differential algebra functor, p 0 is the projection onto the subalgebra of degree-0 elements,
where ρ 0 is the 0-component of graded degree 0 homomorphism ρ = i≥0 ρ i .
where: S is a pair (b(S),
The above square of adjunctions is immediate.
Cartan involution.
For systems in Cartan involution (as defined below) a (single) solution can be calculated recursively beginning from smallest 0 dimension. By Cartan's theorem [BC3G, Car1, Fin, Vas] every system can be made into such a form by a sufficient number of differential prolongations [BC3G, Car1, Fin, Vas] . There is a cohomological criterion for systems to be in involution. and m is the smallest such number.
• deg (A) = n iff maximal degree of integral manifolds of A is n.
• A, deg(A) = n, is in Cartan involution iff for each m-dimensional integral manifold ρ : A → A m , m < n, there exists an (m + 1)-dimensional integral manifold β : A → A m+1 which contains ρ, i.e.,
• The original Cartan definition was for classical algebras (quotient algebras of Λ R (C ω (R N ))) and in terms of 'infinitesimal integral elements' (nondifferential homomorphisms of degree 0 [BC3G, Car1, Fin] . For that case, the two definitions coincide.
• By a number of differential prolongations (adding new jet-variables with obvious relations), every classical system can be put into Cartan involution form (E. Cartan's theorem).
• The integration step (constructing an integral manifold of 1 higher dimension) is done by the method of "Cauchy characteristics".
to a system of differential equations
Then A is in Cartan involution iff the following Spencer δ-complex is acyclic:
is a natural projection of jet-bundles, V is the "vertical" subbundle, S p is the p-th symmetric power,
The original Cartan involutivity test was in terms of certain dimensions of "infinitesimal integral elements". The above theorem is due to J.P. Serre [A-V-L, La-Se].
9. Gelfand-Naimark 2-duality
be the usual Gelfand-Naimark duality between commutative C * -algebras and compact Hausdorff spaces. Both categories are strict 2-categories with homotopy classes of homotopies as 2-cells (homotopy of C * -algebras is a homotopy in Top each instance of which is a C * -algebra homomorphism). The reasonable question is: can it be extended to a 2-duality? The answer is yes.
By definition
Corollary. Gelfand-Naimark duality preserves homotopies.
Proof. |A| = CHTop(X, C) has compact-open topology. |X| = C * Alg(A, C) has point-open topology, so, by Lemma 9.3 compact-open topology.
Multiplication c A,B,C is continuous (since all hom-sets have compact-open topology). Therefore, F (f ) is continuous.
[In inverse direction G : CHTop → C * Alg there is no problem because CHTop(X, C) has compact-open topology. See also [Loo] ].
Preserving homotopy relation between homotopies
Letf : |I| × |I| × |A| → |B| be continuous, s.t.f (0, t, a) =f 0 (t, a),f (1, t, a) =f 1 (t, a). 
Preserving unit 2-cells
Preserving composites i g * f : |I| × |A|f − → |B| 
Preserving vertical composites
We need to show iff :f • i 0 ≃f • i 1 andḡ :ḡ • i 0 ≃ḡ • i 1 are homotopies in C * Alg s.t.
By definition, vertical compositeḡ ⊙f is |A| × |[0, y y
f f x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x F (f ) y y By uniqueness f ≡f T = (ḡ ⊙f )
. It means F (ḡ ⊙f ) = F (ḡ) ⊙ F (f ). Proof. A strict adjunction is completely determined by its 'unit-counit' (proposition 5.3). η : 1 C → GF and ε : F G → 1 D are natural transformations and satisfy triangle identities εF • 1 F η = 1 F and Gε • 1 ηG = 1 G (because, e.g. εF = εF ≤1 , 1 F = 1 F ≤1 (set-theoretically), etc.)
Preserving horisontal composites
Corollary. Any 1-adjunction between a category of topological algebras and a subcategory of topological spaces is a 2-adjunction if it can be extended functorially over 2-cells in the way that each instance of the image of a homotopy is the image of this instance of the preimage-homotopy.
where locCompAb ⇒ is a category of dense embeddings of locally compact abelian groups into compact abelian groups (with commutative squares in locCompAb as arrows).
Remarks.
• The main idea of this extension is that every locally precompact group G can be represented as a dense injective locCompAb-morphism G d → compl(G), where G d is the same group with discrete topology, and compl(G) is its completion with respect to two-sided uniformity on G. After that, the usual Pontryagin duality is used [Luk] .
• The dualizing object in locCompAb ⇒ is R/Z id R/Z .
Differential algebras as a dual to Lie calculus
For Lie groups there is an equivalent alternative calculus via exterior differential algebras. For Lie groups of transformations, it turns out to be more powerful than via Lie algebras. It was developed by E. Cartan and after him by the Russian School in Differential Geometry, mainly, by A.M. Vasiliev [Vas0, Vas] .
Definition 11.1.
• The exterior differential algebra Λ ∈ Ob (k-Λ-Alg), k = C or R, is called linear if it finitely generated by elements of degree 1 (with possible linear (resolvable) relations between them over k).
• The exterior differential algebra Λ ∈ Ob (k-Λ-Alg), k = C or R, is called quasilinear if it is finitely generated by elements of degree 0 and 1 with relations between either elements of degree 0 or linear relations on elements of degree 1 with coefficients in Λ 0 .
• A smooth map f : X → Y is called quasialgebraic if there exist quasilinear subalgebras Λ 1 ֒→ k-Λ(X) and Λ 2 ֒→ k-Λ(Y ) such that f * (Λ 2 ) := k-Λ(f )(Λ 2 ) ֒→ Λ 1 .
Quasialgebraic maps admit an effective description. All homomorphisms of Lie groups are quasialgebraic. 
Remarks.
• The smooth (analytic) completion functor compl : k-ΛAlg → k-Λ-Alg compl is a left adjoint to the inclusion (of the subcategory of smooth (analytic) exterior differential algebras) k-Λ-Alg compl ֒→ k-Λ-Alg (it is given essentially by the smooth (analytic) completion of the algebra of coefficients of an exterior differential algebra).
• The exterior product ∧ in k-Λ-Alg compl is bigger than in k-Λ-Alg and is equal to the smooth (analytic) completion of (the usual algebraic) exterior product in k-Λ-Alg. 
where σ : G 1 → G 2 is a Lie group homomorphism. A geometric triple ρ : G × Y → X is local if G is a local Lie group and X is a local G-space (admits a local group of transformations).
• An algebraic triple is an exterior product of two differential algebras A ∧ B, where A is linear, with a differential ideal I ⊂ A ∧ B generated by elements of degree 1. A morphism of algebraic triples (A 1 ∧ B 1 , I 1 ) → (A 2 ∧ B 2 , I 2 ) is a differential homomorphism α ∧ β : A 1 ∧ B 1 → A 2 ∧ B 2 such that the differential ideal generated by the image α ∧ β (I 1 ) is I 2 . An algebraic triple (A ∧ B, I) is smoothly realizable if B is a smoothly realizable algebra.
Lie groups of transformations are particular cases of geometric triples when X = Y and the projection ρ : G × Y → X coincides with the action of G on X.
Proposition 11.2. [Vas] The smooth manifold X admits a left action of the finite dimensional Lie group G iff there exists a smooth manifold Y , smoothly realizable algebra B ֒→ Λ(Y ), and differential ideal I ⊂ Λ inv (G)∧B generated by 1-forms such that the foliation in G×Y determined by I is a (locally trivial) fibre bundle G × Y → X with the base X. 
